code is a map C2P of cell number to processor number, where the processor number to which the cell is assigned lies in the range 0 through P -1.
A simple example of a planar mesh is considered in Fig. 1 . The mesh happens to be structured. with whichit shares the boundary face. A ghost cellat a periodicboundary faceis giventhe same geometric shape andassigned the same processor asthe interiorcellat theperiodicimage oftheboundary face.Forexample, in Fig.1 , if thefaces AB and GF are locations of periodicity of the solution, and if cell 2 is assigned to processor 0 while cell 5 is assigned to processor 1, then cell -6 is the periodic image of cell 2 and is assigned to processor 0, while cell -1 is the periodic image of cell 5 and is assigned to processor 1.
A face numbering is next generated, and the face-to-cell map is calculated. 
